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This talk will describe key design principles and processes whereby our brains make our minds. Neural
models of these processes clarify how autonomous adaptive intelligence works, and have been converted
into algorithms for multiple large-scale applications. In particular, the talk will describe recent progress
towards understanding how brains autonomously learn to attend, see, recognize, predict, and act upon
valued objects and events in a changing world. These results build upon revolutionary computational
paradigms whereby the brain computes: Complementary Computing clarifies the nature of brain
specialization, Laminar Computing clarifies why all neocortical circuits are organized into characteristic
layers of cells, and Adaptive Resonance clarifies how self-stabilizing unsupervised and supervised
learning can occur in a rapidly changing world. The talk will review how our brains autonomously learn
invariant object categories as a scene is freely scanned with eye movements, and how these invariant
object representations enable Where’s Waldo searches for valued objects in scenes. Multiple brain
processes are coordinated to achieve this competence, including 3D vision and figure-ground separation,
spatial and object attention, invariant category learning, and predictive remapping. These results clarify
how our eyes can autonomously scan salient features of an interesting object even before we know what
it is, and how perceptual stability is achieved across eye movements. Also explained is how our brains
solve the stability-plasticity dilemma whereby we can rapidly learn to recognize huge numbers of
objects and events quickly without experiencing catastrophic forgetting; how attention and learned
expectations are related to learning; what brain states support conscious seeing of objects; how
conscious seeing and knowing regulate task-appropriate actions; and how social cognitive capabilities
such as joint attention and imitation learning grow out of these abilities.
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